We evaluated the testing and reporting of Hardy -Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) in recent genetic association studies, detected how frequently HWE was violated and estimated the power for HWE testing in this literature. Genetic association studies published in 2002 in Nature Genetics, American Journal of Human Genetics, and American Journal of Medical Genetics were assessed. Data were analyzed on 239 biallelic associations using 154 distinct genotype distribution data sets where HWE could be tested. Any information on HWE was given only for 150 (62.8%) associations (92 (59.7%) data sets). Reanalysis of the data showed significant deviation from HWE in the disease-free controls of 20 associations (13 data sets), but only four of them (two data sets) were admitted in the published articles. Another four deviations (in two data sets) were observed in the combined sample of cases and controls of studies where both cases and controls were diseased, and none were reported in the papers. In all six tested multiallelic associations (six data sets), there was violation of HWE, but this was not admitted in the published articles. Power calculations showed that most studies conforming to HWE simply were largely underpowered to detect HWE deviation; for example, power to detect an inbreeding of magnitude F ¼ 0.10 exceeded 80% in only 11 (7%) of the data sets being tested. This empirical evidence suggests that, even in high profile genetics journals, testing and reporting for HWE is often neglected and deviations are rarely admitted in the published reports. Moreover, power is limited for HWE testing in most current genetic association studies.
Introduction
Empirical evidence suggests that molecular genetic studies sometimes show considerable deficiencies regarding their conduct, analysis, or reporting. 1, 2 It is not known to what extent these deficiencies may underlie some of the failures to replicate and validate postulated associations. 3 The validity of genetic association studies depends considerably on the use of appropriate controls. Theoretically, diseasefree control groups from outbred populations should follow the Hardy -Weinberg equilibrium (HWE). 4 -6 The same applies to the combined group of cases and controls from studies where all subjects have a specific disease, for example, studies evaluating different treatment or other outcomes, whenever the disease risk per se is not influenced by the evaluated polymorphism. HWE is not simply a theoretical law; deviations can signal important problems, errors or peculiarities in the analyzed data sets. 4 -6 The key inferences from a genetic-association study may be compromised if HWE is violated. Accumulating evidence suggests that HWE reporting may be suboptimal in non-genetics journals, 7 but there are no empirical data on reporting of HWE in genetics journals. Moreover, it would be interesting to generate some evidence on the power of currently conducted genetic association studies to detect deviation from HWE. The aim of this study was to examine the extent to which HWE is estimated and by what means, whether analyses and reporting of HWE-related issues are accurate, whether studies have adequate power to assess HWE, and how deviations thereof are handled in recent genetic association studies published in genetics journals.
Methods

Selection of the genetic association studies
We identified genetic association studies by thorough hand searching of all issues published in the year 2002 in three genetics journals (American Journal of Human Genetics, Nature Genetics, American Journal of Medical Genetics). These journals include the two original research journals with the highest impact factor in the genetics field plus the journal that publishes more genetic association studies than any other.
We included all genetic association studies based on unrelated individuals that assessed at least one association between a particular polymorphism and any multifactorial disease or disease outcome. We excluded studies without controls, family-based linkage studies, studies on monogenetic diseases, and studies related to the major histocompatibility complex (human leukocyte antigens). The main analyses were focused on studies and associations thereof where the genotype distribution was provided, so that we could test for HWE. We analyzed separately biallelic and multiallelic loci. Hand searching was performed independently by two investigators. Disagreements in study selection were discussed and consensus was reached using a third investigator as arbitrator.
Data extraction
From each of the eligible studies we extracted data on first author, journal, and whatever selection criteria were mentioned for the control group. Whenever available, the distribution of genotypes in cases and controls was extracted for each studied gene -disease association.
We recorded whether the authors reported anything on HWE. If so, we also recorded whether they specified the group used to test HWE (controls, cases, combined cases and controls); how this testing was done (statistical test and software used); and what results were reported thereof (qualitative statement regarding compliance with or violation of HWE, provision of test statistic or P-value, other information). All data extraction was performed independently by two investigators. Discrepancies were discussed and consensus was reached using a third investigator as arbitrator.
Analyses
Separate analyses were performed at the level of genedisease associations and distinct data sets. The same data set (same distribution of genotypes) might have been used to test several associations. For example, for a specific polymorphism, the same disease-free control group may have been compared against various groups of cases with different diseases or outcomes. Or, the same set of patients with a particular disease may have been tested on whether they had or not a number of different outcomes.
First, we estimated the percentage of tested associations and distinct data sets that provided any information on HWE, those reporting the group used, and those reporting additional information about the testing procedure. Second, we tested for HWE and estimated in how many instances there was deviation from HWE. We evaluated HWE in all disease-free control groups. We also evaluated separately HWE in the combined sample of cases and controls when both cases and controls had a disease (but differed in some outcome, eg schizophrenia with poor vs good treatment response) and the polymorphism did not modulate the overall disease risk. In the presence of a gene -disease association, HWE may be violated in individuals with the disease, so we did not seek conformity with HWE in diseased cases.
Numerous alternatives for testing HWE have been proposed in the literature and frequentist approaches are most common. 8, 9 More efficient Bayesian methods have recently attracted attention. 10 -13 However, these methods are rather sophisticated and not easily implemented by nonstatisticians. Thus, the w 2 -test remains the most popular option. We chose to evaluate HWE by an exact test. 8 Given its simplicity, it is a reasonable alternative to the w 2 -test and can be performed easily for biallelic loci. It is comparable to the w 2 -test in terms of performance (power and outbreeding detection), but has the advantage of being able to deal with low genotype frequencies, when the w 2 asymptotic distribution is inadequate. 8, 9 The test assesses the conditional probability to observe the number of homozygotes in the sample for fixed sample size. Given that only a finite number of combinations (and thus a finite number of probabilities) occur, the 'achievable significance level' is selected to be as close as possible to a ¼ 0.05. For the multiallelic loci the exact test proposed by Guo and Thompson was applied. 14 We then evaluated the concordance between our estimates derived from the raw data (using the P ¼ 0.05 threshold) and the inferences of the primary authors. Finally, for biallelic loci we estimated for each appropriate group (healthy controls or combined cases and controls with disease) the available power to determine deviations from HWE given the specific characteristics of each of the eligible associations. The empirical power of the exact test was approximated through 10 000 simulations. For the calculations we assumed a parameterization of the Hardy -Weinberg law using the inbreeding coefficient F. 8, 11 Denoting the genotype frequencies for homozygotes as P AA and P aa , and the allele frequencies p A and p a , then under HWE we test for
being zero. We calculated the power at 5% significance level to detect inbreeding levels of F ¼ 0.05, 0.10, 0.50 as well as for detecting outbreeding levels of F ¼ À0.05, À0.10, and À0.50. Positive F values reflect an excess of homozygotes while negative F values reflect an excess of heterozygotes compared with those expected under HWE. The allele frequencies for the power calculations were derived from the observed data and when two control groups had been reported, these were merged. Alternative models may also be considered for describing deviation from HWE, but F offers a simple, objective measure of the extent of departure from HWE. It should not be mistakenly inferred as a face-value measure of inbreeding, since it is possible that in most cases causes other than inbreeding are responsible for HWE. Finally, deviations from HWE affect the type I error for gene -disease associations tested on the level of alleles (perallele model). 15, 16 Type I error is inflated when the estimated inbreeding coefficient is positive whereas for negative coefficient the error deflates. We calculated what the actual type I error would be for each observed inbreeding coefficient F in our data sets. Calculations are based on Schaid and Jacobsen. 15 The ratio of the variance of the association odds ratio under HWE vs the variance under HWE deviation is given by 1/(1 þ F). Analyses were undertaken in R software (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria, 2004) using the genetics and gap package. All P-values are two-tailed.
Results
Database description
We initially identified 85 eligible published reports (American Journal of Medical Genetics n ¼ 58, American Journal of Human Genetics n ¼ 22, Nature Genetics n ¼ 5), assessing 776 genetic associations in total (American Journal of Medical Genetics n ¼ 344, American Journal of Human Genetics n ¼ 156, Nature Genetics n ¼ 276). For over two-thirds of these associations, no data were available on the genotype distributions, mostly because of studies where a large number of polymorphisms were reported to have been screened for an association without any further detail being provided. Data extraction that would allow HWE calculations (excluding studies where only one allele was found) was feasible in 61 eligible articles (American Journal of Medical Genetics n ¼ 42, American Journal of Human Genetics n ¼ 17, Nature Genetics n ¼ 2 [Supplementary Information]) evaluating in total 245 genetic associations. We first focus on 239 associations studying a biallelic locus in a case -control design of which 183 were based on disease-free controls. There were 154 distinct genotype distribution data sets to test HWE (137 with disease-free controls); the remaining 85 associations were studied using the same data sets, but with different outcomes. In two articles where two control groups were used, we considered the merged sample. Among the 154 distinct data sets, the median sample size was 176 (range from 16 to 4899) and the median minor allele frequency was 23% (interquartile range 10 -38%).
Reporting of HWE in the articles
Of the 776 tested associations, any reporting on HWE was made in only 224 (29%). As shown in Table 1 any information on HWE was provided in 63% of the tested associations where genotype data were provided. The appropriate group to apply HWE testing (the controls when disease-free and the combined cases and controls otherwise) was successfully selected by the authors in 51 and 50% of the associations respectively. Information on Pvalues and analyses used was given in only about a fourth of the associations and software was very uncommonly mentioned. The w 2 -test was the only test applied, and no information was given on the use of asymptotics or not for inference. Deviations were reported in only seven tested associations and with one exception the authors did not elaborate any further on them. When based on distinct data sets, any information on HWE was given for 92 of the 154 data sets (60%), and deviation from HWE was claimed in five.
Reanalysis of HWE and concordance with reporting
Of the 239 tested associations, there were 20 associations using healthy controls and four associations using diseased controls, where the pertinent group (healthy controls and all subjects, respectively) deviated significantly from HWE. The overall rate of significant deviations from HWE was thus 10%. The 20 deviations from HWE pertained to 13 distinct data sets of the 137 assessed. For five associations (four data sets), the corresponding articles did not report on HWE for these associations. 17 -20 For another 11 associations (seven data sets), 17,19,21 -23 it was stated that the controls were in HWE, while this claim was not in line with our calculations. We should mention that in five of the seven data sets that reported HWE, the respective articles had two control groups: one of the two control groups and the merged control groups deviated significantly from HWE, while the HWE hypothesis could not be rejected for the second control group. Violation of the equilibrium was admitted in only four associations (two data sets) that we found to deviate.
21,24
Among the 163 disease-free controls (124 distinct data sets) where we found no statistically significant deviation from HWE, in three (three distinct data sets) 25 ,26 the articles reported that HWE was violated, and in 76 (54 distinct data sets) the articles correctly mentioned that HWE was not violated. For the rest of the papers either the authors have not reported anything about testing, or the results were not clear in their report. We found statistically significant deviation from HWE in the combined cases and controls in four of 56 associations (two of 17 distinct data sets) where both cases and controls were diseased. 17, 27 The authors did not mention anything about these deviations. In the other 52 associations (15 distinct data sets), there was no deviation from HWE, but this was reported on only 24 associations (four data sets).
In the minority of articles where P-values were reported, we observed that these did not correspond well to those obtained from our re-analyses of the data, regardless of whether we applied the exact test or the w 2 -test (data not shown). Among all 239 associations, 74 comprised data where application of the w 2 -test using asymptotic inference
would not be appropriate due to low frequencies. Among these, 22 (30%) did state that they applied the w 2 -test and no further information was given regarding the inferences drawn.
Multiallelic loci
All six associations for multiallelic loci revealed significant deviation from HWE upon reanalysis of the data. In four associations, the articles had stated that they had checked HWE and two of them reported that no violation has been detected.
Power calculations
Across the 154 distinct data sets, the median power (interquartile range) to detect deviations of F ¼ 0.05, 0.10, and 0.50 was 9% (6 -13%), 23% (13 -36%) and 100% (94 -100%), respectively. Overall only one of the 154 data sets had at least 80% power to detect a statistically significant deviation from HWE with F ¼ 0.05 and only 11 data sets (7%) had at least 80% power to detect an F ¼ 0.10. The large majority of the samples were adequately powered for detecting F ¼ 0.50 (134 (87%) data sets) (Figure 1 ). The power was generally more limited for detecting outbreeding (Figure 2 ). Whereas inbreeding is always detectable, the lowest outbreeding coefficient that can be detected for a given genotype distribution is bounded by max{Àp/(1Àp),À(1Àp)/p} where p is the allele frequency. An outbreeding of F ¼ À0.05 can be detected for allele frequencies in the range of 4.8 -95.2% and 24 out of 154 data sets had allele frequencies outside this range. For the remaining 130 studies the median power was 7% (interquartile range, 3 -12%). For F ¼ À0.10, 117 data sets of allele frequencies between 9 and 91% yielded median power of 23% (interquartile range, 10 -47%). One and 11 data sets, respectively, again had at least 80% power for detecting such deviations. For F ¼ À0.50 the power distribution was nearly dichotomous, with no power for minor allele frequencies below 33% and very high power close to 100% for data sets with minor allele frequencies higher than this threshold.
Power was much higher in data sets that were eventually found to deviate significantly from HWE than in those where the hypothesis of HWE conformity could not be rejected: the median power was 35 vs 8% for F ¼ 0.05, 88 vs 21% for F ¼ 0.10, while there was no difference in the medians for detecting F ¼ 0.50. The median power was 35% (8) 17 (11) 18 (10) 16 (12) 1 (2) 1 (6) Reported deviation a 7 (3) 5 (3) 7 (4) 5 (4) (46) 65 (42) 87 (48) 61 (45) 24 (43) 4 (24) a On the pertinent group, that is, controls for studies with disease-free controls and combined cases and controls for studies with diseased controls.
vs 5% for F ¼ À0.05 and 87 vs 12% for F ¼ À0.10. For F ¼ À0.50 the power in the data sets that rejected HWE was maximum (at 100%) vs minimum (nearly 0%) for the other data sets. Power was always higher in the former group (all Mann -Whitney U-test P-values o0.01). Power also depended on the frequency of the minor allele ( Figure 1 ). Only 26 (65%) of the distinct data sets with minor allele frequency less than 10% had at least 80% power to detect F ¼ 0.5 and none had at least 80% power to detect F ¼ 0.05 or 0.10. For the same power threshold, none of the data sets with minor allele frequency less than 10% could detect deviance from HWE for any negative F-value.
We also calculated the power of the w 2 -test for the data sets that fulfilled its requirements (90 data sets). The power was comparable to the power of the exact test, yielding very good agreement (correlation coefficients exceeded 0.99).
Type I error for testing associations on the per-allele model Among the 15 data sets with statistically significant deviation from HWE (13 data sets of controls and two data sets of cases and controls combined, as described above), the actual type I error for the postulated association was greater than the nominal type I error in five data sets (mean 0.058 for nominal type I error of 0.05) and in 10 data sets it was lower (mean 0.044). In the other data sets, the respective mean type I error was 0.070 for inbreeding and 0.035 for outbreeding. Detailed results are presented in Figure 3 .
Discussion
Our empirical evaluation of a large sample of gene -disease associations suggests that reporting of HWE is suboptimal even in high-quality specialized genetics journals. Explicit mention of HWE was made in only 29% of the screened associations. Even when limited to those associations that were scrutinized in more detail and for which genotype distributions were provided, half of the associations were tested without reporting on HWE for the appropriate groups. This does not necessarily mean that the investigators did not check HWE, since they may have done so, but simply failed to report the findings, especially when HWE was not violated. However, it is further disquieting that the reported results of HWE testing were often erroneous. In most of the samples where HWE was actually violated, this was either not mentioned at all in the paper or even a claim was made for HWE conformity. The opposite error (claiming HWE deviation when there was no deviation) was uncommon. Thus, an important reporting bias seems to exist when handling HWE in genetic association studies. While the overall rate of deviation from HWE was not high (amounting to about 10% of the tested samples and associations), we should caution that the power to detect deviation was very low in most studies. Power exceeding 80% for detecting F ¼ 0.10 or À0.10 was seen in only 7% of the tested associations. Our data suggest that lack of power is a major issue in this literature. It is known that typically the power of the commonly applied HWE tests is limited to address outbreeding in low allele frequencies. 8 This was also documented in our evaluation, but power was very limited even for detecting inbreeding coefficients of modest magnitude. For minor allele frequencies less than 10%, power was almost never adequate to detect such excesses or deficiencies of homozygotes. We should acknowledge that the prime power consideration in genetic association studies should focus on the power to detect an association of plausible magnitude. In this regard, the power to test HWE is probably of rather secondary importance. However, given that most genetic associations have small effect sizes, 28, 29 with odds ratios in the range of 1.1 -1.4, modest HWE deviations could considerably affect the inferences of many currently conducted genetic association studies. For example, if there is a recessive model and the control group has an excess or deficit of one group of homozygotes, then this will have a direct impact on the calculation of the odds ratio (the control homozygotes divided by the other genotypes is the denominator of the odds ratio). As we have shown, even for allele-based contrasts (per-allele models), HWE deviations could modestly affect the type I error on some occasions. In the small number of papers where HWE issue was addressed, some misapplications appeared to occur. The w 2 -test was often used without justification. Given the small sample sizes and low allele frequencies in many evaluated associations, testing would require an exact test rather than a w 2 -asymptotic inference.
Alternative computational approaches can also be considered. 10 -13,30 Another common misconception is to test cases for HWE in a study design involving the comparison of diseased cases vs healthy controls for a postulated gene -disease association. In the presence of an association, cases do not need to be in HWE, in fact screening with HWE of data sets of affected individuals has been proposed as a relatively efficient method for detecting gene -disease associations. 31 Another team of investigators that examined recent publications in diverse medical journals such as Critical Care Medicine, 32 Neurology, 33 Kidney International, 34 Gut, 35 Investigative Dermatology, 36 and Atherosclerosis   7 found that reporting of HWE varies from 20 to 69%. Violations of HWE occurred with a frequency between 10 and 35% and several of these were not admitted by the authors with potentially misleading conclusions for these studies. Another review also found that 12% of data sets did not comply with HWE, but this was acknowledged only by 44% among them. 37 The low reporting rate is compatible with our data, although the overall rates of deviation were on the low side of these figures in our empirical evaluation. If not a chance difference, the lower rate of HWE violations in our work may reflect the fact that we targeted recent studies published in specializing genetics journals, where data with HWE deviation may be more likely to capture the attention of editors and peer-reviewers, as compared with a non-genetics journal. The low rate of acknowledging significant deviations may actually suggest that investigators might have tested for HWE, but felt that acknowledging HWE deviation would create a negative impression about their study. It is also disappointing that only one investigation 26 tried to address and discuss why HWE violation might have occurred.
In two-thirds of the originally identified associations in our sample, no genotype data were available so as to allow us testing for HWE. Typically, this included studies that had screened dozens or even more than a hundred polymorphisms for some association, but only those with significant results were reported in any detail without any data on genotypes, let alone HWE, on the others. Although it is difficult to publish detailed genotype data on a very large number of polymorphisms, the availability of electronic databases should allow appropriate recording of this information. Selective reporting may lead to bias in the genetics literature. Some studies targeting only one or a few polymorphisms may also report only on the distribution of alleles or may only report statistics without giving the data from which they are derived. This practice limits the transparency of the data regarding any genotype inferences, including HWE testing.
Conformity with HWE for a locus suggests that several conditions are met including absence of recent mutations and genetic drift and conformance with mendelian segregation and random mating. A nonsignificant HWE test result is simply equivalent to 'non-rejection' of the HWE assumption, but it does not prove that the locus exhibits HWE. HWE is an approximation, because these specific assumptions are rarely perfectly met in human populations plus a large sample is usually required to conform to the 'infinity population' requirement. Deviation from HWE tests may indicate failure in one or more assumptions. For example nonrandom mating may occur with loci related to some special characteristics as deafness and epilepsy. Other explanations as population stratification 38 and selection bias are possible. Finally, a probable explanation for deviation from HWE is genotyping error. 1, 37, 39, 40 HWE deviation may be the strongest and most straightforward hint that genotyping may need to be repeated and double-checked. Overall, the detection of significant deviation from HWE raises several possibilities for further thinking about a study. Perusing the different options may yield further insights about the data and the population from which they are derived or may lead to more accurate data, if it is found that genotyping error was involved. Departures from HWE may also suggest that allele-based estimates of genetic effects are biased. 15, 16 For all these reasons, HWE testing is a useful analysis that should be routinely and appropriately performed in the setting of genetic association studies.
